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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Use for all categories. Place this form in the
first plastic sleeve of your binder, followed by the
Project Summary and the Main Project Description.
Projects are judged based on criteria of sustainable
design, architectural merit and innovation.
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AWARDS
THE NATIONAL PROGRAM OF
SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE
& BUILDING MAGAZINE

>>Project categories

Identify which Award category you are entering

1. Residential [small]
Open to new or renovated buildings less than 600m2
in area, of which a minimum of 75% is dedicated to
single-family or multi-family residential uses.
2. Residential [large]
Open to new or renovated buildings [typically multiunit buildings or groups of related buildings] greater
than 600m2 in area, of which at least 75% is dedicated
to residential uses.
3. Commercial/Industrial [small]
Open to new or renovated buildings up to 2,000m2
in area, of which more than 75% is dedicated to
commercial or industrial uses.
4. Commercial/industrial [large]
Open to new or renovated buildings [or groups of
related buildings] greater than 2,000m2 in area, of
which at least 75% of the floor area is dedicated to
commercial or industrial uses.
5. Institutional [small]
Open to new or renovated buildings up to 2,000m2
in area, of which more than 75% is dedicated to
institutional uses.

xx

6. Institutional [large]
Open to new or renovated buildings [or groups
of buildings] greater than 2,000m2 in area, of which
at least 75% of the floor area is dedicated to
institutional uses.
7. Mixed Use
Open to new or renovated buildings [or groups of
related buildings] of any size, in which no individual
use exceeds 75% of the overall floor area.
8. Existing Building Upgrade
Open to buildings of any size or type in which the
primary focus of the work has been to enhance the
performance or extend the life of an existing structure.
Entries in this category are required to respond only
to the submission criteria appropriate to the project.
9. Interior Design
Open to interior design projects of any size or type.
Entries in this category are required to respond only
to the submission criteria appropriate to the project.
An award will be given in each category
at the discretion of the jury.

PROJECT DETAILS
Wellington Building
Building
Project name: Wellington

Address:

180 Wellington
Wellington Street,
Street, Ottawa,
Ottawa, Ontario,
Ontario,
180

2016
Year completed: 2016

PROGRAM AND CONTEXT
Project type: [Identify all uses occupying 10% or more of gross floor area]
Government
Government office
office complex
complex with
with assembly
assembly meeting
meeting spaces
spaces

Project site: [Check all that apply]
■ Urban

Previously undeveloped land
■

Previously developed land

Rural

Suburban

Other Building description: [Check only one]
■ Renovation

New

Both [If both, list __% new and __% renovation]

STATISTICS* Provide the following metrics as applicable to your project.
• Site Area:

5740
5740

m2

• Building gross floor area:
• Energy Intensity:

352.2
352.2

49,488
49,488

m2

KWhr/m2/year [Include both base building and process energy]

[optional: report energy intensity separately as follows:
• Energy Intensity, base building:

KWhr/m2/year

• Energy Intensity, process energy:
• Reduction in energy intensity:

34
34

KWhr/m2/year
%.

• State the reference standard on which the % reduction is based: MNECB, NECB or ASHRAE 90.1
[include version]:

ASHRAE
ASHRAE 90.1
90.1 -- 2007
2007

> 20
20
• Recycled materials content: >

% by value

• Water consumption from municipal source:

5458
5458

litres/occupant/year

[Include both base building and process consumption]
64.6 %
• Reduction in water consumption: 64.6

• State the reference on which the % reduction is based: LEED or other
• Construction materials diverted from landfill:
>20
• Regional materials by value: >20

%

87
87

%

Wellington Building Rehabilitation
180 Wellington Street, Ottawa, Ontario

PROJECT SUMMARY
An insurance office building, consisting of a historic 1927 Beaux Arts landmark and a 1959 addition,
is transformed into facilities for the House of Commons. The programme includes parliament office
suites, multipurpose rooms, library of parliament facilities, cafeteria, and ground floor retail space
and security processing as well as two levels of underground support facilities.
This transformation involves stripping the building back to its internal structural frame work, a complete building system replacement, seismic upgrades, heritage restoration, the insertion of a new
more robust structural core and new multi storey spaces. 4 Globes rating in the Green Globes EcoRating Program was achieved through the preservation of the building core and shell, the reuse of
the copper roof, stone and other materials, connection to the district energy plant, solar panels for
domestic water pre-heat, heat recovery units, reduced water requirements, rainwater cistern, the
6th floor green roof, and room sensors to regulate temperature and light levels.
A sky lit atrium brings natural daylight into the upper floors of the building reducing artificial lighting
needs. A green wall helps to absorb carbon dioxide, dampen noise and clean and humidify the
ground floor lobby.

MAIN PROJECT DESCRIPTION
1)

STR ATEG IC DEC ISIONS

The decision to reuse the Wellington Building as a new facility for the government of Canada was
strategically about repurposing existing building stock rather than discarding and building new. The
challenge was to rehabilitate it in a manner that would ensure another 90 years in its new function
while at the same time respecting its heritage aspects. While the existing material pallet of stone
and bronze has stood up well over time, the mechanical, electrical systems, and exterior windows
needed complete replacement and the seismic performance needed significant upgrading. A strategic
decision was made to leverage the underlying Beau Arts order and the required interventions, particularly the seismic upgrades, to create a new public circulation system up through the building
that aligned with the desired programmatic arrangement. This contemporary circulation system at
the heart of the building, provides public access to the Multi-Purpose rooms on the 3rd and 4th
floors and views to the surrounding city.
It features; a ground level atrium, recreating the footprint of a missing 1927 light well, that links the
reconstructed 1927 and 1959 lobbies to the spaces above via escalators and a sculptural stair; and
at the 5th floor a multi-storey Library of Parliament lined with wood panels and sculptural shells of
copper recycled from the historic 1927 roof.

2)

COMMUNIT Y

The 180 Wellington Building is a federally “recognized” heritage landmark in the urban fabric of
Ottawa. The restoration of the exterior and the reconstruction of the missing Wellington Street
canopy ensure its continued street presence and contribution to the urban fabric of parliament hill.
The Beaux Arts building shell and the few remaining character defining heritage rooms on the
ground floor are preserved, restored and used as the inspiration for the interior design of the rest
of the complex. The original 1927 heritage entry access is developed as the private entry for Members
of Parliament while the 1959 entry is reconstructed and transformed into an entry for the public.
Given that parliamentarians can walk to the facility no parking was supplied.

3) SITE ECOLOGY

The existing building footprint has been retained and the roof has been upgraded to include a 6th
floor green roof which is irrigated from a rain water cistern.

4) LIGHT AND AI R

In spite of heavy security requirements the main public waiting spaces, a number of the meeting
rooms and all of the parliamentary offices have been designed to receive natural light. A particular
feature is the satellite Library of Parliamentary which is located in the heart of the building and
features a skylight that covers the entire space. Occupancy sensors, and daylight control are combined with LED fixtures for general lighting including refurbished heritage fixtures with increased
light output, and colour rendering all combined producing reduced energy consumption. Given the
highly variable use and population of the conference facility the mechanical system uses a demand
control system that monitors temperature, humidity and carbon dioxide to deliver fresh air as appropriate for comfort and use but throttles back when the rooms are empty and demand is reduced
with commensurate energy savings.

5) WELLNESS

The provision of natural light and views along with appropriate break out spaces and acoustically
appropriate materials contribute to a pleasant and comfortable environment throughout the building.
A green wall helps to absorb carbon dioxide, dampen noise and clean and humidify the ground floor
lobby. A grand spiral stair case is located prominently in the public lobby while the elevator is placed
in a more discrete location and this public convenience stair system extends all the way up to the
4th floor while a similar convenience stair links the private 5 and 6th floor all to encourage a healthy
method of vertical movement.
6) WATER CONSERVATION

Low flow faucets and fixtures are provided as well as a green roof to provide storm water retention
in addition to reduced urban heat island effect. A cistern collects rain water for irrigation. These
water conservation measures have resulting in an actual measured reduction of 64.6% in water
consumption in the building from before to after renovation performance.
7) ENERGY PRESENT AND FUTURE

The building is connected to the Cliff Street District Energy Plant for heating and cooling needs,
which are moderated by the large thermal mass of the existing building. These energy needs are
further reduced by the installation of a new mechanical system featuring heat wheels, staged fan
coil units to respond to variable populations within assembly spaces, radiant heating in selected
perimeter floor areas, and displacement ventilation for the Library of Parliament space. Solar panels
provide all domestic hot water requirements. Lighting is LED.

8) MATERIALS AND RESOURCES

In addition to restoring and rehabilitating the existing building with all of its associated embedded
energy and demolition savings all new materials were selected to match the same noble qualities
and high durability standards of the existing building including bronze, marble, and walnut. Where
materials were removed they were often refurbished and reused including stone wall panels, as well
as the recycling of the original copper roof as a sculptural and acoustical wall treatment in the Library
of Parliament space. 97% of non-contaminated material waste was reused or recycled.

9) BUILDING LIFE C YCLE CONSIDER ATIONS

The building has been designed as a permanent facility for the Government of Canada with an
expected life span in excess of 80 years. So all systems and materials were selected with this in mind
including terrazzo and stone floors, stone and wood walls and LED lighting. The design features the
ability to remove floors in between the two multi storey atriums in order to recreate the light well
that existed in that location in the original 1927 building.
10) EDUC ATION AND INFORMATION SHARING

The project and its green features are described on the Government of Canada web site.
http://www.tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca/citeparlementaire-parliamentaryprecinct /rehabilitation/wellington-eng.html
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